Micklefield School Curriculum Overview for Year 6 (September 2018 - July 2019)
English










Reading
Read a broad range of genres
including biography &
autobiography
Recommend books to others
Make comparisons within/across
books
Support inferences with evidence
Summarise key points
Identify how language, structure,
etc. contribute to meaning
Discuss use of language including
figurative
Discuss & explain reading,
providing reasoned justifications
for views









Art & Design

Writing
Use a legible personal handwriting
style
Plan writing to suit audience &
purpose; analyse & use models of
writing
Develop character, setting,
atmosphere
Select grammar & vocabulary for
effect including to build tension
Experiment with paragraph &
word order
Ensure grammatical consistency











Grammar
Use appropriate register/ style
Use the passive voice for purpose
Use features to convey & clarify
meaning
Use full punctuation
Use language of subject/object
Speaking & Listening
Use questions to build knowledge
Articulate arguments & opinions
Speculate, hypothesise & explore
Use appropriate register,
language

Mathematics
Number/Calculation
 Secure place value & rounding to
10,000,000, including negatives
 Use all written methods, including
long division
 Use order of operations (not
indices)
 Identify factors, multiples & primes
 Solve multi-step number problems
Algebra
 Introduce simple use of unknowns

Geometry & Measures
 Confidently use a range of
measures & conversions
 Calculate area of triangles /
parallelograms
 Use area & volume formulas
 Classify shapes by properties
 Know and use angle rules
 Translate & reflect shapes, using
all four quadrants
Data
 Use pie charts
 Calculate mean averages

Science

History











Our changing world
(Observing local animals throughout the year)
Circuit builders!
(Electricity)
The nature library
(Living things & their habitats; classification)
Light up your world!
(Light)
Everything changes!
(Evolution and inheritance)
What is Science?
(Review & extend understanding of chemistry,
physics & biology)
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Fractions, decimals & percentages
 Compare & simplify fractions
 Use equivalents to add fractions
Multiply simple fractions
 Divide fractions by whole
numbers
 Solve problems using decimals &
percentages
 Use written division up to 2dp
 Introduce ratio & proportion




What can we learn about recent history from
studying the life of a famous person? Study the life
of John Lennon and learn about Britain from 19401980
What was life like for children during World War
Two? A study of life on the Home Front during
World War Two
What were some of the key turning points of World
War Two? Study the Battle of Britain, D-Day, Pearl
Harbour, El Alamein & the Nazi invasion of Russia




Computing


Draw the human figure using gridlines for proportion
Learn about the cubist approach to figure drawing, eg
work of Duchamp
Make Mod Roc figures depicting poses based on pupils
photographic work of class members
Explore costume design from different times & cultures
Create collage theatrical figures based on the Venetian
Commedia Del’Arte
Learn how to appreciate works of art & ‘read’ paintings
using guidelines as a starting point






Design & Technology







Learn how to plan and construct a marionette puppet
Measure, cut & join wood
Create a papier mache head
Construct a puppet and string mechanism
Decorate the puppet, designing & sewing clothing
Investigate slippers
Investigate structures
Make accurate patterns/templates and detailed
working drawings

Modern











Physical




















Languages

Preparation for trip to France
Shops & shopping,
Directions & places in a town
Prepositions
Telling the time & daily routine
Future tense
Weather & clothing
Directions & positions of places in a town
Assisting in running the Café Rose
French Trip Project – linked with Geography

Use maps, atlases & digital mapping to locate
countries & describe features
Investigate countries & capitals in Europe
Understand latitude, longitude Equator,
hemispheres, tropics, polar circle and time zones
Further develop knowledge & understanding of
places, making comparisons
Learn about the mountain environment
Study & visit France

Music







Education

Gymnastics
Girls netball & hockey
Boys football & rugby
Volleyball
Health Related Fitness
Girls Indoor games
Dance as part of Y5 & Y6 production
Swimming
Athletics
Rounders
Cricket

Create programs using sequence, selection &
repetition in Scratch eg make a times tables
game
Program input & output devices eg Lego
WeDo or Spheros

Geography











Keep safe whilst communicating online in
different ways
Understand how different networks, including the
internet, work
Understand & use basic HTML code for
structuring a web page

Perform with control & expression solo & in
ensembles & take a lead in the Y5 & Y6 production
Improvise & compose using different elements of
music
Listen with attention to detail, to a broad range of
music and recall aurally
Extend use of staff notation
Further develop an understanding of the history of
music, including great musicians & composers

Religious











Education

Who did Jesus say “I am”?
How is God three and yet One?
What do the Gospels say about the birth of Jesus?
How can churches help us understand Christian
belief?
Did Jesus have to die?
Adam, Eve, Christmas, Easter – what are the
connections?
Why do Christians make promises in marriage?
What is wisdom?
What is the ‘Buddhist way of life’?
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Micklefield School Personal, Social, Health and Economic education (PSHE) Overview for Year 6

Year 6 PSHE
Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning (SEAL) themes
No Outsiders – Everyone Welcome at Micklefield
These whole school themes focus on five social and emotional aspects of learning:
self-awareness, managing feelings, motivation, empathy and social skills. Aspects
•Teaching children to respect and accept difference and diversity
of each of the SEAL themes are included within the PSHE topics for each year
•Using the Equality Act 2010 (British Law) as a solid foundation
group.
•Preparing children for life in Modern Britain and the future
•New beginnings
•Teaching British Values and linking them in with our special Micklefield Values
•Getting on and falling out / Say no to bullying
•Going for goals!
•Good to be me
•Relationships
•Changes
Living in the Wider World
Relationships
Health and Wellbeing
Citizenship and Culture
Healthy Relationships
Keeping Healthy
Economic and Financial Wellbeing
Feelings and Emotions
Staying Safe
Including learning:
Including learning:
Including learning:
*about living in Britain and a diverse world
*how to respond appropriately to a wider range of
*about positive and negative influences on health and
*about the UK parliament, democracy and laws
feelings in others
wellbeing
*how to research and make recommendations on
*about how emotions may be conflicting and the
*how media influences can affect choices and body
topical issues
need to listen to their emotions or overcome them
image
*about what happens when human rights are not
*about crucial skills to maintain a positive, healthy
*about the importance of shared goals/ high
respected
relationship
aspirations
*that different cultures can have different practices
*about different types of relationships
*about personal safety including the importance of
and traditions and that these may be illegal and
*that forced marriage is against the law
protecting personal information/ images online
against a person’s human rights
*about coping with changes
*about risk in different, unfamiliar situations
*about how money is deducted from earnings to
*about puberty, body changes and human
*about strategies for managing risk and how this can
provide things that we all need
reproduction
build resilience
*about ‘interest’, ‘loan’ and ‘debt’
*about roles and responsibilities of parents and carers *about attitude and influences on behaviour
*about skills needed in an emergency
*about the effects of legal and illegal substances and
drugs including habits and drug misuse
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